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QUByte Interactive invites you to a time travel full of nostalgia and huge challenges! How about 

being able to play at your home, or anywhere, a true and classic shoot'em up? 

We bring back the VASARA series from the japanese developer Visco! Until now, only japanese 

gamers have been fortunate to test their abilities and cold blood, facing hordes of robotic enemies 

in a futuristic feudal Japan, playing VASARA and VASARA 2 in the Japan's colorful arcade houses. 

19 years later, QUByte Interactive brings this preciousness to computers, consoles and portable 

consoles with a unique new gameplay mode, with completely redesigned 3D graphics in the 

widescreen mode! It's 3 games in 1! VASARA, VASARA 2 and the new timeless mode that joins the 

two titles in one in the exclusive format! 

Put on your armor, wield your katana and face this historic challenge, alone or with up to 4 friends 

simultaneously! 

About VASARA 

In an alternate version of 1600 AD, after Toyotomi Hideyoshi's death, Tokugawa leyasu's evil and 

robotic hordes attempt to seize power. Your mission, aboard hover bikes and with your powefull 

katana, is to confront the battalion of enemies sent by Tokugawa and stop it at all costs! Fight 

against warships, battle tanks, giant robots and a legion of evil soldiers! 
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With typical arcade gameplay, VASARA uses a two-button system for attacking. The primary attack 

involves rapidly pressing the first button which will fire regular bullets. Each character also has a 

melee attack that can be used by holding the button down. The melee attack will not only damage 

an enemy, but also deflect any bullets in the way. 

The second button is used to deploy a bomb which destroys small enemies, while damaging larger 

ones. 

The third method of attack uses a meter called "VASARA" meter. Once the VASARA meter is full it 

can be used by holding down the primary attack button for a small amount of time and then 

releasing it. The VASARA attack is a larger version of the melee attack which does large amounts of 

damage. The VASARA meter can be replenished by collecting various items dropped by the 

enemies, such as red jewels. 

New timeless game mode 

For the first time you will be able to play VASARA in a continuous mode with the fully procedural 

generated scenario in 3D and widescreen format, in the most old school style possible, disputing 

the highest score! In addition, the epic and frantic battle against evil can be faced with up to four 

simultaneous players combining any of the nine characters, both VASARA and VASARA 2, with their 

characteristic abilities, strengths and weaknesses. 

Features  

 Playstation TV/ Vita TV support (includes 2-Player Co-Op); 

 Tate Mode/ Vertical Mode support;  

 9 playable characters inspired by real Japanese historical figures; 

 Sci-Fi meets Feudal Japan in this retelling of historical battles; 

 Fight Robots and Samurais using traditional shooting and powerful melee attacks; 

 Heavily skill-based gameplay for Experts; 

 Easy Mode for Starters; 

 Branching Paths and Multiple Endings according to your characters and in-game actions; 

 

Physical and Collector’s Edition 
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In a partnership with Strictly Limited Games, there is an exclusive physical and collector’s edition of 

VASARA Collection! The version is coming July 27 th for Nintendo Switch, PS4 and ‘PS Vita’. 

Steam version 

You can now include VASARA Collection on your Steam wishlist. 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1085630/VASARA_Collection/ 

Platforms 

VASARA Collection will be released for PC, Playstation 4, PS Vita, Xbox and Nintendo Switch. 

For more information 

To see screenshots, gameplay videos and more, please visit:  qubyteinteractive.com/games/vasara/ 

Sobre a QUByte Interactive 

QUByte Interactive is a Brazilian game developer focused on delivering high quality games across 

the most diverse platforms, from mobile to video game consoles, with business partners in several 

countries like USA, Canada, Germany, Japan and China. All Rights Reserved (C) 2019 QUByte 

Interactive. 

Media contact 

Guilhes Damian  

pr@qubyteinteractive.com 
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